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Reaction products from Li-induced reactions on Ca at 

156 MeV have been studied using the dB x E identification 

as well as the inclusive *-ray method. The complete fusion 

cross-section has been found to be<rf " (77 ± 11) mb. The 

Z distribution of fusion evaporation residues is compared 

with statistical model predictions. The Z spectrum of reaction 

products shows a maximum at 15 £ z£ 20, probably due to 

transfer and to incomplete fusion. It is suggested that the 

small value of the fusion cross-section results from fhe 

domination of the Li break-up. 
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Introduction 

Reactions with light heavy ions in the energy range of 
about 20 MeV / nucleon have attracted much interest. With 
the kinetic energy of the nucleons in the projectile approaching 
the Fermi energy, the reaction times become comparable with 
the rearrangement times of the nucleons in the nucleus, so that 
mean field descriptions are going.to lose their importance. 
The evolution of the reaction mechanism in that transitional 
energy region is a current topic of many investigations 

Nuclear reactions induced by Li ions are of particular 
interest since they are linking the phenomena observed in 
lighter projectile bombardments with features typical for 
reactions of heavier ions. 

Due to the pronounced cluster structure of Li projectiles, 
corresponding reactions exhibit special features which depend 
quite strongly on bombarding energy. 

At beam energies n»ar the Coulomb barrier one observes 

of tl 
2,3) 

different kinds of excitations of the Li projectiles followed 

by different types of break-up.' 

An increase of the bombarding energy enhances the probability 
of reaction paths leading to nonsequential projectile break-up 
and transfer to highly excited states ("absorptive break-up"), 
which are strorgly related to fragmentation and incomplete 
fusion ("massive transfer") processes in heavy ion reactions. 

In a series of experiment? measuring inclusive cross sections 
for light charged particle emission and studying recoil ranges 
of radioactive reaction products, Neumann et al. ~ have demon¬ 
strated the dominant role of break-up processes in Li induced 
reactions at E_. =156 MeV, and the considerable interference 
of break-up with other reactions. While at lower energies the 
fusion of projectile and target nucleus with formation of a 
compound nucleus, decaying through statistical evaporation, 
remains the prevailing mechanism , a strong reaction path is 
developing with increasing energy8'9*, via 6Li break-up with 
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subsequent capture of one of the fragments, together with 
enhanced preeguilibrium emission of particles of the fused 
system. 

The present studies were undertaken to ascertain the reac¬ 
tion mechanism o£ 156 MeV 6Li ions when colliding with 40Ca. 
Recently, for this particular reaction the ii&usive emission 
of light charged particles ha?-been extensively studied , 
experimentally and theoretically, by analysing energy and 
angular distributions of protons, deuterons, triton$, He 
andoC-particles. In the present paper we considered the 
contributions of fusion, incomplete fusion and nonfusion 
channels, by performing two further separate experiments: 

(i) measurements of the angular distributions of heavy 
charged recoiling products 

(ii) in-beam measurements of inclusive y-ray spectra 
after bombarding 40Ca with 156 MeV 6Li ions. 

The results of these measurements are discussed in context 
of the information from studies of light particle emission , 
heavy particle - heavy particle coincidence studies and 
optical model predictions of the total cross sections from 
analyses of Li elastic scattering 

Charged Particle Experiment 

The 156 MeV Li beam of the Karlsruhe Isochronous 
Cyclotron was focused onto a °Ca target (0.25 Ęjjj;2) placed 
in a 0 130 cm scattering chamber. Energy and Z spectra of 
reaction products were measured using two dE x E telescopes. 
Both of them consisted of a Frisch-grid ionisation chamber 
and a Si surface harrier detector. 



A typical dE x E spectrum is shovn in fig. 1. For z 4 12 

the spectrum exhibits distinct valleys between different z values. 

The Z resolution becomes worse far higher Z due tc poorer statistics 

and also since d£ is situated azound the Bragg maximum of the 

specific ionisation. In this Z region the shape of valleys was 

deduced from heavy ion range-energy relation tab.'es12'. The 

relative distances of the vall«y« were assumed to he nearly the 

same as for lower t values. The obtained charge resolution is 

<U < 1 for 2 £ 12; for Z %, 12 uncertainty in the Z assignment is 

of the order of one 2 unit. 

When inspecting Z spectra of reaction products following 

reaction channels should be taken into account: 

- complete fusion of Li ions with Ca nuclei. It will be 

called the 6Li + 40Ca channel, 

- fragmentation of Li and subsequent fusion of one of the 

fragments with Ca, the other fragment escaping with 

beam velocity. For an at particle ora deuteron being 

captured we shall call the corresponding channels the 

at + Ca incomplete fusion or the d + Ca incomplete 

fusion. Other incomplete fusion channels are expected to 

be less important according tc the Wilczyński sum-rule 

It is evident that fragments from fusion and/or incomplete 

fusion should be contained in the well separated group of events 

seen in fig. 1 at the right hand higher dE side. The lower dE 

group in fig. 1 originates mainly from Li reactions induced in 

i-he oxygen contaminations of the target. 

Energy spectra for some Z values and the reaction Ai.yle of 

5° are presented in fig. 2. The lav energy cut-off seen in the 

spectra is due to the effective thickness of the entrance windows 

(0.1 f-^2)' and ° f ***•• ** • methane gas mixture (0.1 - 0.25 j-ĵ ) 

• and due to the electronic threshold. 

\ At 156 MeV the initial kinetic energy of the recoiling compound 

nuclei produced in the Li + Ca complete fusion amounts to 
An 

20.3 MeV as compared to 9.5 MeV for the « + Ca) and to 2.5 MeV 

for the (d + 4OC«O incomplete fusion channels. Due to the energy 



thresholds the dE x E telescopes detected mainly evaporation 
6 40 residues from the complete fusion Li + Ca (see fig. 2). 

The kinematics of the evaporation residue has been recently 
discussed by Gomez del Campo et al.14'. In the laboratory system 
energy and angular distributions of recoiling nuclei are given 

(1) 

where E i s given as 

«„ - » Ł 
Mc (2) 

and K is a normalization constant, 5 represents a standard 
deviation of the recoil velocity distribution, Mn, M . K_, E„ 

' ft C K C 
are masses and energies of evaporation residues and of compound 
nucleus respectively, ©L is the reaction angle in the laboratory 
system. Equation (1) is based on the assumption of isotropic 
emission in the center of mass system and a Gaussian distribution 
of the recoil nuclei. 

Our telescopes registered most of the spectrum from complete 
fusion while incomplete fusion spectra were seen only in their 
tail regions. Consequently, in the first step of our analysis 
all energy distributions measured at different angles were 
fitted with equation (1) and for complete fusion only. K and 
S were treated as free parameters and the search was performed 
independently for consecutive Z values. The results are presented 

t in figs. 2, 3 and 4. 
'• 2 
t The S dependence of $ exhibits a monotonie decrease. This 

behaviour of 3 may be understood in analogy to a random walk 
problem solved by Smoluchowski ' for the Brownian motion. In 
a random walk the average distance from the starting point is 
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proportional to the square root cf the number of steps. In our 

case consecutive steps correspond to consecutive evaporations 

of nucleons and light particles from the compound nucleus and 

5 may be treated as an average distance from the compound 

nucleus In the kinetic energy space. 

As one can see from figs. 2 and 4 formula (1) describes 

energy spectra better than angular distributions. This may be 

due to the possibly wrong assumption of isotroplc evaporation of 

particles from a hot nucleus 

In order to confirm our conjecture on the preponderance of 

the LI complete fusion in energy spectra we tried to fit via 

the same procedure the experimental data separately by either 

the o( + Ca or the d + Ca channel. In this case the agreement 

with experimental data was worse. The obtained v values were 

larger by a factor of two from those of the complete fusion 

channel. Moreover, the resulting cross-sect Jons for tho«+ Ca or the 

d + Ca channels exceeded the limits imposed by the inclusive light charoed 

part-icle cross-sections (see. ref. 6) . 

In the second step of our fitting procedure we assumed that 

except particles from the complete fusion our telescopes detected 

also some recoil nuclei from one of the incomplete fusion 

channels. Consequently, the energy spectra were fitted with 
An An 

formula (1) including additionally the ol+ Ca or the d + Ca 

incomplete fusion channels. Results of this step of our analysis 

are presented in fig. S. It was found that even after including 

the incomplete fusion channels the complete fusion channel 

dominates in the measured energy spectra. Total crcss-eections 

for the complete fusion 9*. obtained by integration of formula (1) 

over E R and ©L are given in table I for the first aa well as for 

the second step of our fitting procedure. We do not present in 

table I results of the second step for the incomplete fusion 

channels because the cross-sections in this case are given with 

large uncertainties. Finally we quote a value CV- * (77 ± 11) mb 

which is the average calculated from table I. The t dependence 

of the complete fusion cross-section is presented in fig. 6. 
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The fusion cross-section resulting from the charged particle 

experiment is fairly small. Its value should be compared with 

the total reaction cross-section ffp = 1981 mb (see thn optical 

model analysis of the elastic scattering data at 156 MeV 

performed by Cook et al. ). 

Inclusive Gamma-Ray Experiment 

In order <-o observe the other reaction channels besides 

complete fusion we have performed the inclusive y-ray experi¬ 

ment. The ?f-ray method allows to detect reaction products in-
6 dependently from their origin and kinetic energy. The Li beam 

with a current of about 1 nA was focused onto a 11.9 mg/cm 

Ca target. The charge was measured by means of a well shielded 

Faraday cup located 6 m behind the reaction chamber in order to 

diminish the neutron and |f-ray background. An additional focus¬ 

sing doublet was placed between the reaction chamber and the 

Faraday cup. The reaction chamber was in this case a small 

box (10 x 10 x 10 cm ) enabling a ĉ -cse approach of the ̂"-

detector to the target. This box was covered inside by graphite 

for further background reduction. The /^ray spectra were observed 

with a Ge(J,i) detector placed at 90° to the beam direction. Pho¬ 

tons with an energy lower than about 0.1 MeV were absorbed by a 

filter made of Pb + Cd + Cu foils of suitable thickness to 

prevent pile-up in the electronics. The energy and efficiency 

calibrations of the Jf"-ray detector were made using a set of 

calibrated jf-ray sources placed in turn at the target position. 

Two f-ray spectra were registered simultaneously in the energy 

range from 150 keV up to 4 MeV: 

(i) the prompt spectrum (see fig.7 ) in coincidence with 

RF pulses of the cyclotron, 

(ii) the delayed spectrum taken between beam pulses. 
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The T-ray spectra were analysed by means of the computer 
16) code SAMPO . About 260 tf-lines were identified in the spectra 

and 80 % of them have been assigned to residual nuclei using a 
" 7) procedure described previously' . The resulting z spectrum of 

reaction products presented in fig. 6 covers the region 4 $ z 4 21 

As was already mentioned products of all reaction channels 
should be present in this spectrum except of the elastic break-
UD of ^Li. This means that the cross-section sT obtained from 
the integration of Z spectrum should be equal to the total reac¬ 
tion cross-section Q*_ minus the cross-section for the elastic 

break-up channel S*™- F o r fc^e Li + Ca system the corresponding 
LAO 

values are: 
- Q R = (1273 ± 190) mb, from the inclusive jf-experiment, 

- C" = 1931 mb, total reaction cross-section from the 
lit 

optical model , It is known thrt the optical model gives 

6" with an accuracy of a few percent '. 

- §"„_ =^J3 + Ii)mb, elastic break-up cross-section. It was 
evaluated from the DWBA analysis of the inclusive light 
charged particle spectra 

From these data a discrepancy by a factor of (1.5 ± 0.2) 
results between (s2M - 6"-,D) and C * . It seems that this dis-

r( co exp p 

crepancy is due tc the ground state side feeding. In our mass 
region, as was shown by Grotowski et al. a quantitative 
explanation is only possible for even even nuclei. The ^-transitions 
follow Yrast lines in corresponding nuclei and are side fed by 
statistical cascades originating from the entry region. When a 
complete fusion process dominates, the entry region is located 
at higher spins and the ground state side feeding can be neg-
lected. For transfer and incomplete fusion reactions, what seems 
to be our case, the angular momentum transfer is much smaller, 
the entry region is positioned at lower spins and the ground state 
side feeding becomes significant. 
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Fig. 8 presents the ratio of transition intensities j-~- from 
the first excited to the ground state I2_*c

 a n d t"* 
from higher to the first excited state I1_ł>2 for some residual 
nuclei. The horizontal line is located at the value 1.5 what is 
equal to the previously discussed ratio of cross-sections 
IKOH - OT ) /ST*"- As one can see the ground state side feeding 
(^ R EB R 
explains the 1.5 factor reasonably, well and it was used to 
renormalize our inclusive ^-cross-sections. This renormalization 
was possible as the I 2_ + C/ Ii—»2 ratio does not show any 
distinct Z dependence. 

Though the above simple picture cannot be applied to odd or 
odr?-odd nuclei we assume that the situation for these nuclei is 
not too much different. 

Comparison with Statistical Model Calculations 

Fig. 6 compiles results from the charged particle and the 
inclusive gamma-ray experiments and from statistical model 
calculations. The calculations were performed using a statistical 

1 9) model code LANCELOT . The following input data were used: 
1. The transmission coefficients T for n, p, and alpha 

particles and all nuclei along the evaporation chain 
were calculated from the optical model parameters using 
the parabolic barrier approximation . 

2. The Q-values for the emission of n, p, and alpha particles 
for all nuclei under consideration were taken from 

iard 
,22) 

standard tables or were calculated from the droplet 
model 

3. The level densities from Lang formulas'1 were used with 
24) parameters taken from the tables of Gilbert and Cameron 

4. The Yrast levels were calculated from the expression: 



where I denotes the level spin, J the rigid body moment 

of inertia of the studied nucleus and 4 is the 

corresponding pairing energy parameter. 

5. The gamma widths for the electric dipole and quadrupole 

transitions were taken from : 

0.3eV «** J^(E2) = O0ieV 

For complete fusion the maximum angular momentum 1, was evaluated 

from the measured fusion cross-sections. Its value is l, = 8ft. 

As one can see in fig. 6 the Z spectrum of complete fusion taken 

from the charged particle experiment is in reasonable agreement 

with the spectrum predicted by the statistical model. Some dis¬ 

agreement at lower Z values is probably due to the choice of the 

level density of states, as shown in Ref. . Level densities 
23) given by Lang formulas differ significantly in some regions 

of nuclei from actual level densities changing the final results 

what is especially seen for lowar excitation energies. 

Statistical model calculations were also performed for 
40 40 

incomplete fusion channels: 0L+ Ca and d + Ca. (see fig. 6) . 

As in these cases experimental data are not available the 

angular momentum windows for corresponding channels were chosen 

arbitrarily: d + Ca, (5.7 - 7 ft); o* + *uCa, (8 - 11 ft). It 

was checked that the specific choice of the windows does not 

influence considerably the positions of evaporation residues 

of incomplete fusion in the Z spectra, but cf course, it makes 

the magnitude of cross-sections arbitrary. 
40 The incomplete fusion spectrum for d + Ca is located in the 

region of the main "bump" seen in inclusive gamma experimental 

data (15,^ Z j< 20) while the complete fusion spectra and the 
4 

incomplete «C + 

(14 £ z £19). 

4O incomplete «C + Ca spectra are shifted towards lower z values 



Summary and Conclusions 

Table II compiles information on cross-sections available at 

156 MeV for different Li + Ca reaction channels. Most of these 

channels should contribute to the Z spectrum of reaction products 

presented in fig. 6. 

Complete fusion exhausts only 4 % of the total reaction cross-

section. Due to high excitation of the compound nucleus its eva¬ 

poration residues are shifted to the region below Z fis 18. 

A coincidence measurement performed recently by Stokstad 

et al. indicated the existence of fission like phenomena in 

the 6Li + 40Ca reaction at 156 MeV incident energy. Symmetric and 

asymmetric fission contributes only a cross-section of about 10 mb. 

Corresponding reaction products are located at 6 <£ Z £ 14. 

Break-up of Li provides a cross-section up to 1480 mb . A 

small part of it (43 mb) belongs to elastic break-up . The rest 

cf it can be prcbably attributed to incomplete fusion and trans¬ 

fer reactions. In our case distinction between these reactions 

is rather difficult if possible at all. Some corresponding 

reaction products are located at 12 •£ Z ^ 1 8 , but most of them 

are seen in the main "bump" of inclusive y-experimental data 

<1 5 £ Z £ 2O) . 

Summing up the cross-sections for complete fusion, symmetric 

and asymmetric fission and Li break-up reactions one gets 

(1567 + 141 ) mb. This number can be taken as an upper limit 

only because not each Li break-up is followed by an incomplete 

fusion and some of the Li break-up channels are doubly counted. 

As one can see there are at least 390 millibarns of cross-section 

missing from the total reaction cross-section QT_ = (1981 + 200) mb. 
R 

The missing cross-section belongs probably to transfer reactions 

and is located at 15 <t 3 < 20. A coincidence measurement is neces-

sary in order to solve this problem. 

The main information from the present experiment is the 

remarkably small value of the complete fusion cross-section at 

156 MeV. This vaJue should be compared to results obtained at 
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other projectile energies. Unfortunately, no information on 
6 40 the Li + Ca fusion or fragmentation phenomena at any othrr 

energy of Li is available. There are only the data of Jastrzębski 
et al.8) and Castareda et al.9) for the 6Li + 56Fe reaction 
(EL< from 55 to 100 MeV). The relevant numbers are collected in 
Table III. In a first approximation the fusion cross-section 
should follow the A„ target mass dependence , and the frag¬ 
mentation of Li, as a surface phenomenon, should depend on 
4/3 9>. Both ą/2 and A ^ 3

 d±ffer only slightly for tne 40Ca 
and Fe targets and a comparison of results obtained for these 
targets at different energies seems reasonable. Tables II and III 
show that the total cross-section for fragmentation of Li goes 
with increasing incident energy from 492 mb up to 1480 mb while 
the fusion cross-section drops from 14OO mb down to 77 mb. It is 

8) not clear if Jastrstebski et al. could experimentally distinguish 
the complete fusion from the incomplete one when measuring the 
recoil ranges for such light nuclei. In any case there is a 
correlation between fusion and Li fragmentation cross-sections. 
Probably at higher incident energy extreme fragility of Li 
nuclei is an additional factor limiting the magnitude of the 
fusion cross-section. 
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Table I: Cross sections o- for complete fusion Li + Ca 

deduced from the differential cross sections 

assuming reaction channels as mentioned in the 

column. 

Channel 

6Li + 40Ca 

6Li + 4oCa and oC + 40Ca 

6Li + 40Ca and d + 40Ca 

afimb) 

89.7 + 13.2 

67.7 + 1O.O 

73.7 i 1O.9 

Table II: Cross sections for particular reaction channels 

for the 6Li + 4oCa system at 156 MeV 

Channel 

1. Total reaction 

cross section 

2. Complete fusion 

3. Symmetric and 

asymmetric fission 

4. Inclusive emission 

of light particles 

nC 

d 

P 
3He 

t 

Cross section (mb) 

1981tZOO 

77 + 11 

1 0 + 3 

440 + 88 

360 + 72 

320 + 64 

80 + 16 

280 + 56 

Ref. 

11 

this 
experiment 

10 

6 
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Table ZZZ: Cross sections for particular reaction 

channels for the Li + Pe system 

at 75 MeV or (55 - 100) MeV 

Channel 

1. Total-

reaction 

cross section 

2. Inclusive, 

beam velocity 

particle 

emission 

U,d,3He,t> 

3. Evaporation 

from the 

compound 

nucleus 

Cross section'(mb) 

1864 

492 

[E(6Li)=75 MeV] 

<v. 1300 

[E^Li) from 55 to 1OO Me 

Ref. 

9 

9 

8 

V] 



Figure captions 

Fig. 1 E vs dE array for reaction products of Li * Ca 
at EgLi * 156 MeV and 9j»n * 5°. The curves 
separate groups of differ ent Z. 

Fig. 2 Differential cross-sections measured in the charged 
particle experiment for Z = 1 4 t o Z = 1 6 for the 
6Li * 40Ca reaction at E g L i = 156 MeV and GŁAB = 5°. 
The solid lines represent fits based on equation (1) 
taking into account the Li + Ca channel only. 
Arrows point at initial kinetic energies of com¬ 
pound nuclei produced in the complete as well as 
in the incomplete fusion. 

Fig. 3 .5 vs Z dependence for the complete fusion of Li 
only. 

Fig. 4 Complete fusion angular distribution* obtained from 
the charged particle experiment for three Z 
of residual nuclei. 

Fig. 5 Differential cross sections measured in the charged 
particle experiment for the Li + Ca reaction at 
E C T. =156 MeV, eT._ = 5° and Z = 16. Fits based on 
equation (1) are presented for the cases when: 
a) the complete fusion Li + C is accompanied 
by the incomplete fusion a + Ca. The Li + Ca 
channel is in this case represented by the line -.-.-. 
Sum of cross sections for the Li + Ca and a + Ca 
channels is given by the line — ' 
b) the complete fusion Li + °Ca is accompanied by 

i the incomplete fusion d + Ca. The Li + °Ca channel 
is in this case represented by the line . Sum of 
cross sections for the Li -f-
channels is given by the line. 
cross sections for the 6Li -f 40Ca and d + 4oCa 

Fig. 6 Z dependence of the cross section. The dotted histogram 
denotes experimental values of complete fusion 
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calculated according to formula (1). The solid histogram 

represents results of the inclusive y experiment. 

Predictions of the statistical model are shown as empty 

columns for the Li + Ca channel, full columns for 

the o + °Ca channel and the dotted ones for the d + °Ca 

channel. 

Fig. 7 Prompt y spectrum in coincidence with RF pulses of the 

cyclotron. 

Fig, 8 Ratio j4—/ °^ transition intensities from the first 

excited to the ground state (Iz+o) and from higher to 

the first excited state (Ii+2) for various residual 

nuclei. The horizontal line denotes that value of the 

side-feeding factor which results from the comparison 

of the measured reaction cross section to the optical 

model predictions. 
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